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This koan, “Why does Bodhidharma not have a beard,” like all koans, is a

question designed to lead you to solve the problem of your self.  The purpose of

this and all koans is to lead you to understand the very nature of the “I am” self.

Up through yesterday I have been talking about this same question over and

over  again.   There  is  no  essential  difference  between  this  question  and  the

question, “You have been born, you certainly have appeared here, but why is it

that you then must die?”  This might seem like a very easy question, but in fact, if

you consider it carefully, you will see how difficult it is.  This koan, although it may

seem very simple, has a very deep meaning.  It is, in fact, an enormous koan.

I  began  speaking  yesterday about  Mumon’s  comment.   Mumon says,

“Sanzen  must  be  real  sanzen.   Enlightenment  must  be  real  enlightenment.”

What he means by that is that if you do not appeal to reality itself, if you don’t

appeal to your practice, if you do not appeal to actually doing, and simply say this

or that intellectual thing about God or the truth, then it isn’t going to be medicine

for any part of you.  

In other words what Mumon is saying is that when it comes to your birth

and your death you must practice those things in order to manifest the wisdom

that really knows them.  You must practice in order to see exactly what activity

gives birth to you, and from where you are born.  You must also practice dying.

You must practice in order to know exactly what activity brings you to death, and

what kind of a country it is that you go to when you die.  

This particular sesshin we don’t have very many people participating, and

many participants are new, and so for the sake of the new students I have been

repeating this same fundamental principle of birth and death over and over again.
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And the self that has appeared here again today to give teisho will also, in all

probability, be a self that again talks about this same principle.  

The  self  we  call  “I  am”  appears,  and  just  as  inevitably  disappears.

Mumon in his comment is also speaking about the “I am” self, but he doesn’t use

the term “I am” self.   Instead he says,    “The barbarian,”  “Bodhidharma.”  This is

how he refers to the “I am” self here.  He says that without saying this or that,

without intellectualizing about it, if all at once you can clearly grasp Bodhidharma

when he has his beard then you will understand the principle of the appearance

of the “I am” self.   

So what about this Bodhidharma?  You have to carefully contemplate the

nature  of  Bodhidharma.   The  Bodhidharma  who  has  a  beard,  is  that  the

Bodhidharma  who  is  manifest,  or  is  that  the  Bodhidharma  who  has  not

appeared?  

Even Bodhidharma is something that appears.  Before the appearance of

Bodhidharma, Bodhidharma was not something to be made a problem of, or to

be the subject of a question.  Who makes him a problem?  Mumon is very kindly

and carefully teaching you that at the moment Bodhidharma appears you, who

make him a problem, you who have questions about him, also, simultaneously

appear. He says that you must practice this principle in order to truly manifest the

wisdom that knows it.  

Bodhidharma appears, but just as undoubtedly he will disappear, he will

hide.  What sort of a world does he hide in?  Buddhism and Tathagata Zen very

carefully and kindly teach that when the “I am” is manifest, that is to say, when

Bodhidharma is manifest, he has come from the condition of the origin.  There is,

simply, no existent being that does not have an origin. 

When we approach the question of where Bodhidharma disappears into,

where he hides when he vanishes, then Buddhism very carefully and kindly says

that the world he disappears into is the same world as the world of his origin.
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The world that gives birth to Bodhidharma, and the world he dies into are the

same.  The very nature of Bodhidharma is to repetitively, alternately appear and

disappear over and over again, doing this activity within a one and only world.

Right  together  with  Bodhidharma  all  of  us  are  doing  that  same  activity  of

appearing and disappearing over and over again.  We are doing this action of

appearing and disappearing right in the same world with Bodhidharma.  

Tathagata Zen says that because we do these two opposing activities of

appearing and hiding, of being born and dying, we must somehow find a way to

recognize that we have both of those activities as our content.  Although there is

only one so called self, one Bodhidharma, that self, that Bodhidharma has two

opposing activities as its content.

Although we do have both activities of plus and minus as our content we

caution you, Don’t forget that when you first are manifest you  don’t have all of

plus and minus as your content.  When all  of plus and minus are completely

made content then there is no more need for you to do the activity of growing.

Tathagata Zen says that somehow you have to find a way to think that these two

opposing activities of plus and minus working together are the activity that give

birth to you.

When we are in the situation of manifesting an imperfect, incomplete self

who, in this case, knows “I must grow.  I must develop,” that is the situation in

which we have plus and minus incompletely as our content, and in this case the

plus activity is taking the lead.  We are taking up the plus activity as the initiator

of the process,  and that plus activity is being helped by the minus activity.  This

condition is called being in the process of living.  

There  are  also  times  when  the  minus  activity  is  taking  the  lead,

manifesting the minus world, and at those times the plus activity is helping the

minus activity.  
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When  the  plus  activity  is  leading  inevitably  the  perfect,  completed

condition of plus will be manifest, but that only will happen because plus is being

helped by minus.

Whether we consider the times when the plus activity is taking the lead, or

the times when the minus activity is taking the lead, when those processes are

completed, when the conditions of perfection are manifest, through either one of

those processes, the condition of perfection is zero, is plus and minus acting

together.  

It  is  very difficult  to really understand the manifestation of zero.  Zero

means perfection, or completion.  Zero means plus and minus have totally unified

with each other.  

Plus is helped by minus, and through this activity the perfect world of plus

is manifest.  When the perfect condition of plus is manifest it is manifest through

the plus activity leading, but the minus activity is not inactive in this process.  She

also is acting, albeit in a more passive, reactive way.  And when minus is taking

the lead plus is also acting, helping minus, following minus, in order to bring

about the manifestation of the perfect minus world.  

Plus and minus are opposite from each other.  They are two opposite

activities.  But according to Tathagata Zen they are acting in one shared world,

and therefore, unfailingly they will meet each other, and manifest zero.  

A foundation of the teaching of Buddhism is to say that it doesn’t matter

whether plus is taking the lead or minus, in both of those processes plus and

minus inevitably meet each other.  When they meet each other, as I told you

yesterday and the day before, they will undoubtedly break through that meeting.

They  meet  each  other,  and  then  undoubtedly  the  break  through  that

meeting.  And when the break through each other they separate from each other.

They manifest the state of separation.  
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Although  I  tell  you  the  same  thing  over  and  over  again  you  don’t

understand it.   Of  course you don’t  understand it  because you are not really

hearing it, because you are asleep when you are listening to it.  Then you simply

unquestioningly fixate your “I am” self, acknowledge your “I am” self uncritically,

and then come to sanzen, and give your answers from that position of the fixated

“I am”, so of course your answers are sloppy and way off the mark.

When we teach about the activities of plus and minus we warn you to not

forget  that  they  are  will-less  activities.   The  activities  of  plus  and  minus,

expanding  and  contracting  are  occurring  without  will.   They  are  the  utterly

natural, will-less activity.  The activities of plus and minus who bring the self and

this world that is the home of the self into being, are will-less activities.  The

activities themselves are self--less.   Plus and minus have no self.   They are

simply acting in accordance with the natural principle of how things are.  They

are the activities of the reason of nature.  Plus and minus is the activity that is in

harmony with the reason of the way things are.  

When we teach about the activities of plus and minus we say that not only

do you have to manifest the wisdom that knows that they are will-less activities,

you also must manifest the wisdom that knows those will-less activities are acting

in one world.  Therefore inevitably they meet each other. 

Therefore  we  further  warn  you  that  if  you  are  striving  to  actually

contemplate this activity in your Zen practice you cannot do it with a flat way of

thinking.  You must do it with a spherical way of thinking.  This flat way of thinking

is  a  way  of  thinking  that  human  beings  have  simply  concocted  in  our  self

centered  way.   We  think  in  a  flat  way  because  we  think  selfishly  and  self

centeredly,  only  thinking   about  ways  to  find  convenience  and  comfort  for

ourselves.  And perhaps you can say that sort of flat self centered thinking can

give some sort of benefit to people, but in Tathagata Zen we say that in fact it

never  gives  true  benefit  to  people.   It  only  is  the  foundation  for  fighting  and
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conflict.  Therefore, instead of thinking in a flat way you should learn to think in a

spherical way.  You should learn to know that your “I am” is always manifesting a

spherical condition. 

You  might  think  that  two  opposing  activities  meeting  each  other  is  a

contradiction.   Most  people  might  think  that  plus  and  minus  are  opposite

activities, and one is facing towards the east, and the other facing the west, so

how could they ever meet each other?  It seems to most people that they will not

meet.  

Buddhism, however, says that both plus and minus, although they are

opposite activities have a limit to their actions.  They are acting within one world,

but their activity as plus and as minus has a limit.  Tathagata Zen says first you

have to study this principle:  Plus and minus, these two opposing activities, have

limits.  When they reach their limits that means that plus doesn’t need to do plus

anymore,  and minus,  when she reaches her  limit,  doesn’t  have to  do  minus

anymore.

Plus begins his activity from the very origin of plus.  He begins expanding

out,  starting at his origin.   And minus, simultaneously,  begins her contracting

activity from the very origin of minus.  If we say that the plus activity when he

begins to act is facing the outside as he acts, then the minus activity could be

said to be facing the inside as she begins to act.  

When plus  and  minus  meet  each  other,  and  then  break  through  that

meeting, then finally they arrive at the very origin of the other, and then they can

rest.  That state of having arrived at the other’s origin, and resting, is when the

limits have been reached.

What Mumon and I are both saying to you is that you cannot just say

these words to yourself and hope to really grasp the principle behind them.  You

have to actually do the principle.   You have to actually practice the principle.
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Only through really practicing it will  you come to understand what the limit of

expanding and the limit of contracting mean.  

Plus and minus are always acting at the same time, and therefore it is not

possible  for  plus  to  unconditionally  just  do  plus,  or  minus  to  unconditionally,

randomly do minus.  

As one teaching within the teachings of Tathagata Zen we ask you to

contemplate the activity of plus and minus as personified activities, as having

selves.  And when you do that you will  see that because plus and minus are

opposing  and  acting  at  the  same time,  and  influencing  each  other,  the  plus

activity will get tired, because he is acting together with, and being influenced by

the minus activity.  You should contemplate what it means to become tired.  

Buddhism says that when plus gets tired he rests, and whenever he rests

minus rests with him.  In fact plus and minus are always acting together.  This

fundamental principle of simultaneously functioning is very important, and really

an entire field of study in and of itself.  When the two activities rest they always

rest  simultaneously,  and  when  they  begin  to  act  they  also  begin  to  act

simultaneously. 

They  rest  together,  and  having  rested  they  are  refreshed.   Their

exhaustion is healed, and they begin to act again.

What I  really need you to contemplate, before I go into anything more

difficult that will confuse the beginners even more, is that when plus and minus

separate there is a limit to that activity of separation.  At least temporarily, as one

way of teaching, Tathagata Zen says that limit of the activity of separating from

each  other  is  when  plus  has  arrived  at  the  origin  of  minus,  and  minus  has

simultaneously arrived at the origin of plus. 

In this state where plus and minus are standing up on the origin of the

other, in between them distance has been manifest.  Why does this distance

appear?  You have to investigate this carefully. 
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Buddhism teaches, although it is very difficult to truly understand, that this

distance is the very foundation of an existent being.  

Now plus and minus both, simultaneously,  turn around, and look upon

that  distance  that  has  been  manifest.   Both  plus  and  minus  simultaneously

possess that  distance in between them.  Buddhism says that when plus and

minus are looking at this distance in between them another way of describing

that distance is to call it an imperfect interval of space.  This is no longer the

Great Cosmos itself.  An imperfect space, an imperfect universe is manifest in

between plus and minus. 

The way this distance is manifest is through the separation of plus and

minus.  When plus and minus separate they give of themselves, or conversely

we can say that the distance receives from them.  Plus and minus give an equal

amount  of  themselves,  perhaps  a  tenth  of  themselves,  or  a  billionth  of

themselves, but in any case, an equal amount is given in order to manifest this

distance.

You might wonder, here I am, I am going to be ninety three years old this

coming April, and I will have been in this country thirty eight years this year, why

is it that I am still teaching this same thing?  I am sitting up here saying this same

thing  over  and over  again,  even  at  this  point  in  my life.   Why?  It  is  really

inexcusable to be in such a situation.  But there is a reason for it.  The reason is

that it is probably fair to say that over all of these years not one person has really

done me the favor of understanding this principle.  Not one of my students has

really manifested the wisdom that knows how the self is born and how it passes

away, how the imperfect self is manifest, and how the perfect self comes to be

manifest.  What is the principle behind the manifestation of the condition of being

born?  And what  is the principle behind the manifestation of the condition of

dying?  Maybe some one of you has manifested the wisdom that knows these,

but,  it  certainly isn’t  clear to me that  you have!   Therefore, here I  am in the
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situation of having to repeat this fundamental principle over and over again.  I am

preparing to die, and so I am being careful not to go off the track and teach

something that is a mistake.  I have to repeat the foundation over and over.  

All  of  you however  are very smart,  and intellectual,  and have studied

many different theories about things, and so you are able to criticize my teishos

from your intellectual point of view.  It is really amazing and wonderful what you

are capable of!  You can come and say, “Roshi, you really were not quite precise

about this, and that was not quite right.”  That is fine I suppose, but what about

the  essential  activities of  being  born  and dying?  If  you cannot  manifest  the

wisdom  that  understands  death,  then  when  you  have  to  face  it  yourself  it

probably is going to be filled with suffering.  Or, if you do not truly grasp the

purpose of the living activity then you will randomly and sloppily work to satisfy

your self centered desires, and you will think that to attain that kind of satisfaction

is to master living.  In the end, when you unquestioningly fixate your “I am” self,

and then make efforts to affirm that fixated self, to satisfy that self, the result of

that sort of activity is always going to be conflict and war.  

In Buddhism we say that in the original condition, you are manifesting the

perfect  self.   There  are  many  different  ways  to  describe  this  perfect  self,  in

religious terms we might call the perfect self the Almighty, or the true God.  But in

Buddhism we don’t talk about God, and so we just say that the manifestation of

the perfect self is the manifestation of the Great Cosmos itself, and if we want to

personify the Great Cosmos, we call it the dharmakaya.  

The dharmakaya, however, is not a fixated thing.  The dharmakaya is

an activity of the total activities of plus and minus.  It is said that it can’t be a

religion unless it is a teaching that recognizes the existence of God.  I suppose

there is a way that Buddhism can recognizes the existence of God; Buddhism

says that if you define God to be the manifestation of the condition in which plus

and minus are unified, not in a fixated way, then we can recognize that that sort
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of God exists.  But that God is not fixated!  If  a  religion  acknowledges  the

existence  of  a  fixated  God,  then  that  teaching  is  different  than  Buddhism.

Buddhism says that even God is an existent being that has both plus and minus

as its content, and we call it the dharmakaya.  

Dharmakaya is the condition that has all of plus and minus, both, as

its  content.   The  dharmakaya  is  not  fixated,  it  will  undoubtedly  manifest  the

condition in which it divides itself in two.  To say that the dharmakaya divides

itself in two means that those two activities who comprise the dharmakaya of plus

and minus right within the body of the dharmakaya separate from each other.

Therefore we say that your body is the dharmadhatu.  The very body of the self is

the dharmadhatu.  

It  is  the  activity  of  plus  and minus that  manifest  that  body called

dharmadhatu.   When those activities of plus and minus divide right within the

body of the dharma, right in the dharmadhatu, then in between them there is

manifest a distance.  

When plus and minus separate from each other in this dharma body,

in this dharma world, then we can understand that separation as a crack forming

within the dharmadhatu.  Just as the sheet of ice on a lake suddenly cracks open

when it warms up, a crack has formed in the dharmadhatu.  That is this distance.

And that crack is embraced both from the outside and the inside.  This crack is

limited space, this is the manifestation of the imperfect interval of space.  

This crack, this imperfect space that is manifest, as I always tell you,

is formed having received a tenth of both plus and minus, or a billionth of both

plus and minus.  That is the very foundation of an existent being.  

Zen practice is very severe and asks you to contemplate for yourself

that the very beginning or foundation of yourself is this distance, is this imperfect

space that appears between plus and minus.
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There are some people who have done zazen for five or ten years

and still  say, “I  don’t understand.”  And of course you do not understand, for

people who unquestioningly attach to their “I am” selves, uncritically affirm the “I

am” self and fixate the “I am” self, of course you are never going to come to

understanding.   I  recommend  to  those  sorts  to  go  elsewhere  to  study  your

religion!  

If you fixate the existence of God and then believe you will be saved

by that  fixated God,  there  is  nothing  more  comfortable  than that,  I  suppose!

There is no need for you to study Zen.  You should go and study that kind of

religion.   Is  God  really  a  fixated  thing?   Is  the  self  something  that  really  is

unconditionally manifest?  

The self, however, is not a fixated thing.  It will continue to grow and

develop.  If you are going to stay here and practice, what you must do is manifest

the wisdom that knows the principle that without fail the imperfect distance that is

manifest will then disappear.  And when it disappears, what we call One True

Nature is again manifest.  That means the pure, complete activities of plus and

minus alone again is manifest.  

There  is  nothing  wrong  with  democracy,  and  nothing  wrong  with

communism, either.  But they are all just ideologies.  If you believe that you will

find salvation through believing in either democracy or communism, I suppose

that is okay, but what activity exactly will you do in order to find salvation?  

From  the  point  of  view  of  Tathagata  Zen,  both  communism  and

democracy  are  fine.   But  if  you  fixate  your  thinking  that  democracy  or

communism is fine, then any ‘ism’ that you think of in a fixated way will be the

origin of fighting.  

I am here in America, living as an American, and so I suppose the

purpose of my life should be for the sake of America.  And so it is my duty to say

that sure, democracy is fine, but if you fixate your way of democracy you are
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going to end up being clobbered by the rest of the world!  What would a true

democracy  be?   I  suppose  that  in  the  end  we  have  to  say  that  if  it  isn’t  a

democracy that has communism included in it as its content, it won’t be the real

thing.  

But anyway, as for us, we can’t fixate democracy.  To do the activity

of a democracy that has communism as its content is, I suppose, also an idea.

But it is an idea about an activity that includes all ideas.  It is an idea that it the

one and only idea that includes all of the various ideas.  

We have one more day of teisho left  to finish up with this teisho,

although I am not promising that I will be able to finish up with it tomorrow.  

Anyway, as for today, I hope that from listening to this that you have

in  some  way  been  able  to  manifest  the  wisdom that  knows  that  yourself  is

imperfect  space.   Yourself  is  a distance.   Yourself  is  the Great  Cosmos, the

Absolute Space itself, having been limited.  If you find a way to not fixate yourself

and not be stuck in the imperfect self, and manifest the perfect complete self,

then you  will  have manifested freedom.   Then  you will  have  manifested  the

liberated self.  That is the manifestation of Absolute Space.

So tomorrow I will give teisho on that

終

The End    
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